


You (a public servant) have identified a
solution that helps address an issue in
your community, now what? What
path or tools do you currently employ
to implement that solution?

DISCUSSION QUESTION



Who is your audience?

FOLLOW-UP QUESTION



ACTIVITY 1:
Write a 2-sentence ISSUE STATEMENT that concisely describes a challenge you'd like to solve in
your own community.

Lack of affordable
housing Police reform

Lack of citizen
engagement "Brain Drain"

Water quality in
schools

City budget
deficits Street quality

Lack of public
transportation 

Neighborhood
segregation

Rates of violent
crime

Examples



What is a Policy Memo?

PRESENTATION



Organization President
City Manager

Principal of School
Subject-Matter Expert
City Council Member

Mayor
Governor

POLICY MEMO BASICS

From To
Board of Directors
Mayor
Superintendent of District
City Council President
City Council
Governor
President

........

........

........

........

........

........

........

etc.



Concision

Short
Tight
Concrete

Actionable

Language

Facts. Not Opinion.

Don't tell the leader how to
feel or think -- tell them
what to DO. Remember to
position them for success --
keep in mind what their
powers are.

Action Verbs
Instructions

This is not a research paper.
Nor can you assume your
audience knows anything
about the subject. Only give
them as much detail as is
absolutely necessary.

No Jargon
Accessibility

This is not your opportunity
to write a manifesto. This is
a data-driven analysis of a
problem and proposed
solution(s).

Facts
No "I" Voice

Assume the leader you're
writing to (governor,
mayor, president, school
board, etc.) do not have a
lot of time. 



ACTIVITY 1:
Write a 2-sentence ISSUE STATEMENT that concisely describes a challenge you'd like to solve in
your own community.

Share Out



What is the necessary background
of this issue?
Is there a history of this issue that's
necessary to understand?
What is the status of this issue
TODAY?

Context

POLICY MEMO

What are the quantifiable facts
about this issue?
Are there costs associated?
What proportion of people are
impacted by this issue?

Data

Why should your leader pay
attention this issue NOW?
What's "at stake" if they do/do not
solve this problem?

Urgency

Your memo must include...



ACTIVITY 2:
Using your own issue statement, write down a few words about each of the Policy Memo categories
that relate to your issue.

Context Data Urgency





How do you feel about
PowerPoints? What drives
you bananas about them?

(This is your chance to vent).

DISCUSSION QUESTION 



Do not write a novel and break it into slides. We can read your
slides OR we can listen to you.  We cannot do both.

Be Concise

Otherwise, what's the point of the presentation? Why not just
print the slides and email them to us?

Don't Just Read

Humans are visual creatures. Add visuals to slides to help us
remember the points and break up the text.

Use Visual Interest

Use a tool like Canva or Slides Carnival. They have great slide
templates and make life much easier.

Make Your Life Easier



Examples

PRESENTATIONS







DISCUSSION


